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Customer Satisfaction
At MOGAN the customer and customer satisfac-
tion take center stage. This calls for an approach in
which the quality of the finished products and
services provided must meet the customer’s highest
demands. We therefore do not confine ourselves to
just checking the end product, but implement an
efficient quality policy to ensure appropriate moni-
toring throughout the entire production and sales
process.

Quality Policy
Quality means satisfying the customer‘s expectations
in terms of products and delivered services. Quality
is not confined to those departments which come
into direct contact with the customer. It is a key
principle for all employees of MOGAN as they go
about their work, whether in production, sales, ac-
counting, customer service, R&D or purchasing. Every
employee contributes to quality in their own field.
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MOGAN is a leading institution in Turkey in
Project- design, manufacturing - installations
awnings and retractable pergolas with 30 years
experience. With our investments in productive spa-
ces and new Technologies we have realized a
complete cycle of services going from design to
making up and assembly of our structures to mea-
sures exclusively.

Always ready to give efficacious answers to the
customers, we try to propose a complete offer by
inserting any technological innovations available
on the market, of eco-supportability principals
particularly.

Retractable
MOGAN Pergolas

TEL : +90 312 517 0100
info@mogangroup.com.tr
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Pergolas Series

LED Lighting
Depending on whether you want strong practical lighting,
or an atmospheric dimmed ambiance, be sure to make use
of MOGAN 3-Lens LED Technology. You can dim the 
light directly from your Remote Control.

Automation
All of our products are operated by internationally renowned 
Somfy motors from France. Guaranteed for 5 years and 
using RTS technology, the motors can be operated at the 
simple touch of a button.

Research & Development
Innovation starts with our desire to provide our customers
the best product, to discover new things, to be ahead of our
competitors.

MOGAN Group is, after all, aim is being a market leader, 
and wants to emphasize this with brio and carry its responsi-
bility..

The company philosophy is based on the importance of design together
with the diffusion of principles and eco-supportable materials, that
guarantee superior energy conservation and less general pollution of
the environment. MOGAN offers a big range of RAL colors and uses the
best brand of cloths for sun protections. We propose solutions that
provides safety and durability during the harshest of weather conditions,
in winter and summer.

Reliability, surely and quality are the basis of our products to increase
the values of MOGAN.

All MOGAN retractable pergolas has;
Sun protections (our Blackout fabric provides a sun radiance reduction
and protects you from harmful UV Rays), Wind Resistant, Rain Protections
(100% water proof)

Sun Protection Rain Protection Wind Resistant

Bearing pergola entirely made of aluminum with a
modern and functional design. Screws made of steel,
complete with brackets for Wall/ceiling installation.
MOGAN Pergolas provides 12,00 m projections with-
out intermediate support.

MOGAN  Retractable pergolas represents the natural outdoor exten-
sions of your building, creating new covered spaces where you can 

spend pleasent moments in your garden or on your terrace all year long

INFO@MOGANGROUP.COM.TR INFO@MOGANGROUP.COM.TRwww.MoganGroup.com.tr



Vertical Awnings
A vertical aluminum system of pioneering design, using
gelatine-canvas or another material to protect from all
weather conditions.

Designed in order to provide easy adaptation, top
aesthetics and resistance to weather conditions, this is the
recommended solution for large outdoor spaces, restaurants
recreation areas.

Verti-Glass
(Vertical Glass Enclosure)
Enclose your products with vertiglass system, which is
produced by Turkish and Italian engineer after 3 years
research and development, is work by engine with auto-
matic remote control and create wind and Watertight out 
door places.

Fabric & Colors
MOGAN use best quality products in the World which is
a light weight and black-out treatment.. They have wa-
ter resistance, flame retardant and UV reflections and maxi-
mum solar protections.

Depending on whether you want strong practical lighting,
or an atmospheric dimmed ambiance, be sure to make use
of MOGAN 3-Lens LED Technology. You can dim the 
light directly from your Remote Control.

Automation
All of our products are operated by internationally renowned 
Somfy motors from France. Guaranteed for 5 years and 
using RTS technology, the motors can be operated at the 
simple touch of a button.

Research & Development
Innovation starts with our desire to provide our customers
the best product, to discover new things, to be ahead of our
competitors.

MOGAN Group is, after all, aim is being a market leader, 
and wants to emphasize this with brio and carry its responsi-
bility..
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